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Abstract
The mediatisation of corporate communication transforms corporate negotiations
of public companies from representative democracy to deliberative democracy,
whereas the public seems to own individual access to a bountiful supply of information regarding corporate changes. However, it is unavoidable that managers
become the privileged gatekeepers of media re-articulations; they orchestrate the
deliberative process by selecting and construing information for public reception.
Such situational complexity creates a tension in managers’ engagement with the
public between the need of communicative interaction informing the public and the
pursuit of strategic interaction mobilising public opinion for self-interests. Drawing
on previous discursive studies of the mediatisation of corporate communication
(Vaara & Tienari, 2002) and the theoretical underpinnings of critical discourse
analysis (Fairclough, 1992; Wodak & Meyer, 2001), this article examines how the
mixing of the two types of interactions are linguistically realised in media texts
produced by Chinese managers. Particular attention is paid to the strategic use
of narrative structures (Labov & Waletzky, 1997), textual simplification (Bhatia,
1983, 2008), and cultural keywords (Williams, 1976/1983).
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1. Introduction
As the media becomes increasingly indispensable for corporate organisations, its
impact on corporate communication has caught the attention of a number of
researchers. The linguistic investigation of the interplay of media and companies/
managers produces significant accounts related to passive response to, and active
appropriation of, the media in a wide variety of corporate situations (Breeze,
2012; Camiciottoli, 2010; McLaren-Hankin, 2007; Valdebenito, 2013; Vaara &
Tienari, 2002; Zhu & McKenna, 2012). Some of the previous studies concentrate
on the language of imaging work and explore companies’ methods of constructing favourite institutional identities in public-relations fields. Camiciottoli (2010)
conducts an integrated study of discourse connectives in the linguistic construction of two closely related corporate media texts, i.e. earnings presentations and
earnings releases. The analytical results supplied by her small corpus shed much
light on companies’ agenda of foregrounding positive messages and downplaying
negative ones. McLaren-Hankin (2007) examines how British companies caught
in business scandals purposely ignore the crisis in their press-release texts, continue to engage in their usually positive and objectified self-portraying, and manage to mitigate the effects of negative media coverage. She conducts comparative
studies of corporate texts and media articles by combining the examination of
the selection of information, the degree of evaluation, and the naming strategy.
Valdebenito (2013) shows a similar interest in the imaging work of Chilean companies caught in crisis. She finds that Chilean companies prefer the strategy of
denial over apology in dodging the public’s accusation of wrongdoing. Her study
of 12 public statements issued by Chilean companies is based on the analysis of a
set of linguistic features, e.g. voice, grammatical metaphor, and redundancy.
On the other hand, researchers also show interest in the study of managers’
communicative behaviour as performed within the media context. As the temporal-spatial expansion of corporate communication enables managers to conveniently approach internal and external stakeholders for the purpose of sharing information and of managing stakeholders’ opinions, the strategic use of the
media for mobilising public opinions has become, for example, a series of complicated language games. Vaara and Tienari (2002) investigate how Finnish managers legitimise their management decisions in the mass media by addressing
one of the most common corporate changes in the contemporary global market,
i.e. cross-border mergers and acquisition. The authors apply both systemic functional linguistics and content analysis to the analysis of top managers’ utterances
and find that managers publicise different discourse types (i.e. rationalistic, cultural, societal, and individualistic) in order to guide stakeholders, in their own
favour, through the complexity of conflicting opinions. Zhu and McKenna (2012)
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extend Varra and Tienari’s (2002) discussion to a different geopolitical context,
i.e. Australia. They innovatively bring together a discourse-historical approach
and computer-assisted lexical collocation analysis, and investigate how managers
from different national backgrounds produce culture-specific texts to construe
media narratives related to corporate changes according to their own ideologies.
The burgeoning trend of studying the mediatisation of corporate communication has, however, not found many echoes in the context of mainland China.
This forms a notable research gap since China is becoming the world’s second
largest economy. In order to fill part of the gap, the present discursive research
is designed to examine the interrelation between the media and Chinese managers. Attempts are made to explore how Chinese managers adjust their linguistic
behaviour to the opportunities and constraints created by the introduction of
corporate communication into the realm of mass media. Moreover, the research
enriches the critical linguistic examination of the mediatisation of corporate
communication by combining it with Habermas’s (1984) theoretical concern of
communicative and strategic action.

2. Mediatisation and strategic interaction
One of the many issues addressed in the above studies of managers’ appropriation
of the media in corporate communication is researchers’ shared concern with the
dismantled integrity of corporate communication, caused by the increasing colonisation of media practices over, in particular, public companies. Corporate communication taking place within companies normally takes the form of interaction
among colleagues at a roughly equal level of managerial literacy. The corporate
players value the rationality of their interaction, because they come together for
shared corporate objectives and goals (Dobbin, 1994; Coleman, 1990). An enduring corporate survival and sustainable corporate development presuppose that
corporate practices be formalised and structured, so that individual members
of companies observe the established protocols to regulate their behaviour and
interactions. Corporate communication requires the participation of “qualified
persons who are competent in the skills of argument and have appropriate technical knowledge” (Weick & Browning, 1986, p. 246), concentrates on the presentation and the discussion of subject-matter knowledge, and employs rhetorical
skills of demonstration, proposition, and deliberation (Brockriede, 1982). The
rational constraints on both the content and the language of corporate communication impose much regulating force on managers who may, (un)intentionally,
conduct communicative interaction to ensure the intended democratic deliber-
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ation. This is particularly important for public companies, as they have a closer
bearing on public investors’ right-to-know.
The spatial-temporal expansion of corporate communication supplies managers with the useful opportunity of bringing corporate communication into
the realm of the mass media. As the media has its own logic (cf. the agenda of
commodification, Agha, 2011) of representing particular versions of corporate
practices, the essential political function of supplying information for rational
choices in internal corporate communication (Thompson, 1995) can be compromised in the process of mediatisation. Compared with colleagues inside companies, the lay public audience lacks the interests and specialist knowledge to
make a judgment regarding the value and reasonableness of managers’ claims;
they are more prone to emotional appeals and moralised arguments. A number of psychological studies (Ridout & Searles, 2011; Scammell & Langer, 2006;
Marmor-Lavie & Weimann, 2006) have shown that strategic emotional appeals
are more effective than communicative rational argumentation in eliciting an
attitude change across the public audience. For example, in examining how environmental experts reformulate scientific information into media texts in order to
raise the awareness of the general public, Mormont and Dasnoy (1995) discover
that the public are “concerned with emotion, with setting up conflict scenarios
between opposing parties rather than with thorough research” (p. 51). In a similar vein, Jerit (2004) observes that the public “routinely rely on their feelings
when evaluating political stimuli” (p. 566) from opposing candidates of political
elections. This feature of the mass media may encourage managers to reformulate
specialist corporate information into “drama and excitement in news reporting”
(Fisher, 1984, p. 12) and to conduct strategic interaction with the public in order
to frame their opinions.
The discussion of communicative and strategic interaction has, indeed, a much
broader theoretical base. Communicative action, according to Habermas (1984),
is interaction conducted to facilitate mutual understanding and cooperation, and
strategic action is interaction designed merely to take advantage of others for one’s
own interests (Habermas, 1984, pp. 86–100, 286–288). The prominent role of
communicative interaction in the everyday/institutional use of language ensures
that the advance of communication technology keeps the public informed and
thus fosters a democratic deliberative process of decision-making. The public
“are called on to consider alternatives, to weigh up reasons and arguments offered
in support of particular proposals and, on the basis of their consideration of different points of view, to form reasoned arguments” (Thompson, 1995, p. 255).
The subordinate role of strategic action connotes that social actors, under certain
circumstances, may appropriate rules of interaction to instrumentalise listeners
or to acquire comparative advantage over other participants of the interaction
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(Habermas, 1984, p. 288, see also van Dijk (1993, p. 61) and Wodak (2001, p. 73)
for a discussion of discursive strategy).
Both Chouliaraki (2000) and Thompson (1995) suggest that the safeguarding
of the prominence of communicative action from being infringed by strategic
agendas requires the forming of a regulatory framework. The framework should
ensure that social actors’ articulations are available to disseminate information
for the purpose of fostering judgment and evaluation and expressing “identity,
community, and social aspiration in the service of imagining and constructing
alternative social universes” (Coombe, 1998, p. 296). Although the purely speculative suggestion does not indicate what specific devices form part of such a
regulating framework, it does point to one important fact relating to the interface
between the communicative action and the strategic action. That is, the occurrence of strategic actions is more likely when social actors receive insufficient
institutional constraints. The loss of such constraints is, not coincidently, apparent in the mediatisation of corporate communication, and this article undertakes
to see how it has influenced Chinese managers’ interaction with the media and
the public.

3. The study
3.1 The case

The corporate negotiation examined in this study is of an explicitly deliberative
nature, where managers holding conflicting views and positions access the mass
media and the public for support. The case examines one of the largest public
companies in the Chinese household appliance retailing industry – G. Appliance. Its founder initially held complete control and leadership by acting concurrently as chairman, controlling shareholder, and executive director. He was
disqualified from operating the company as a result of a police investigation into
his unlawful actions of insider-trading in November 2008, which caused a great
corporate crisis. A new chairman was elected, and he worked assiduously with
other managers to lead the company out of the crisis. After more than two years’
transition, the new chairman and other executives believed that it could be better
for the interests of the company and of the shareholders to dilute the founder’s
concentrated control. The founding family’s fierce resistance rendered any form
of face-to-face negotiations impossible, so both parties decided to submit the
dispute to a general meeting of shareholders for a final decision. Executives, represented by the chairman, and the founding family, represented by the founder,
started a widely influential media campaign struggling for the vote of minority
shareholders and the recognition of the public. The large number of competing
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announcements, declarations, open letters, narrative accounts, and documents
distributed through professional and mass media makes this corporate negotiation a real rhetorical war.
3.2 The data

Two sets of data were collected. The primary set consists of authentic documents
issued by the two disputing parties, including thirteen open letters, recordings
of five press conferences, transcripts of seven broadcast interview programmes,
one biannual report of the company’s performance, and ten public notices
and announcements. Most of these documents were published in the business
columns of major Chinese portal websites (www.sina.com, www.sohu.com,
www.163.com) to facilitate the quick dissemination of information to the public.
The collection of this data set was carried out exhaustively to ensure the reliable
reconstruction of the power negotiation. The secondary set of data consists of
fragments of the two parties’ statements which were quoted in media texts. This
influential negotiation was reported by various types of Chinese media, including
tabloids, daily newspapers, magazines, and the Internet. An exhaustive collection
of comments and analyses quoting the two parties’ words was neither possible
nor desirable. The selective inclusion of quoted texts depended on the status
of the distributing venue. Attention was paid only to the high-profile media of
mainland China, including newspapers (People’s Daily, Beijing Youth Daily, Xinmin Evening News, Shanghai Morning Post), magazines (CAIJING Magazine, The
Economic Observer), and TV channels (China Central Television).
3.3 Theoretical framework

The discussion of corporate practices and the linguistic examination of their
realisation in business and media texts draw on the theoretical underpinnings of
Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), including Fairclough (1992), van Dijk (1993),
and Wodak and Meyer (2001). CDA researchers shrewdly observe that the production and consumption of texts, as linguistic artefacts, can hardly be isolated
from the social contexts in which they are embedded. Instead of taking texts as
products of pure grammatical rules, they advocate a multidimensional examination of lexico-grammatical features, rhetorical/pragmatic patterns, inter-text
relationships, situations of text production and reception, and the interplay of
texts with the values and cultures of the embedding communities. Accordingly,
linguistic examination of texts becomes an effective way of looking at how power,
identity, and ideology are constructed. This article decodes how Chinese managers linguistically realise their strategic discursive practices as prompted by the
mediatisation of corporate communication. The choice of linguistic tools used
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in this analysis is reported below, and, as are those studies reviewed in the above
Introduction section, they are eclectic and based on the nature of the texts analysed.
The analysis starts from a set of predefined categories proposed by Vaara and
Tienari (2002), Vaara, Tienari, and Laurila (2006), and Vaara and Monin (2010).
Vaara and his colleagues suggest four major discourse types typically occurring in managers’ utterances in the mediatised discussion of corporate changes:
(1) individualistic discourse, (2) rationalistic discourse, (3) cultural discourse and
(4) societal discourse . The present study applies these categories, expounds their
theoretical foundations and linguistic realisations, and examines how they are
manifested in the collected corpus of the Chinese managers’ media texts. Categories that are identified in the corpus are listed below:
Individualistic discourse

Individualistic discourse, i.e. managers’ personal accounts and narratives,
is an essential process of corporate operations, as companies are gradually
managed as “a complex ecology” (Snowden, 1999, p. 30) according not
only to abstract business thinking, but also to the concrete daily inter
action of organisational participants. Stories, anecdotes, and biographical
descriptions can all be employed by managers to “share knowledge, spark
change and generally enlighten an audience” (Girard and Lambert, 2007,
p. 162). Such use of stories can be more prominent in the turmoil of corporate change. Texts of this category, as discovered in the present study,
can be decoded by Labov and Waletzky’s (1997) linguistic framework of
structuring everyday narratives.
Rationalistic discourse

Rationalistic discourse is exemplified by its excessive use of specialist jargon and concepts, and is constructed in ways through which managers’
main arguments and opinions are reproduced, circulated, and hopefully
naturalised on the part of the audience (Vaara & Tienari, 2002, p. 287).
Previous studies of mediatised corporate communication seem to indicate
that the manager’s use of rationalistic discourse excludes the lay public
audience out of their consideration, as most of the rationalistic discourse
is constructed in a rather abstract and specialist manner, and the jargon and concepts used are seldom given necessary elaboration (Zhu &
Mckenna, 2012). Chinese managers, however, take care of the lay public’s
right-to-know. They reformulate their specialist language into dramatic
media rhetoric in order to supply the public with a simplistic understand-
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ing of the corporate changes under discussion. The contrast of specialist
texts and their corresponding mundane reformulations points to Bhatia’s
(2008, 2010) discussion of the transparency and accessibility of professional texts.

Cultural discourse

Cultural discourse is the third framework through which managers frame
their disputes for the public audience. The managers portray the potentially delicate corporate changes as conflicts between binary cultural
identities (Chilton, 2004), e.g. Chinese companies and foreign investors,
and prompt the public to make a dichotomous choice between emotional
nationalistic rhetoric and rational economic logic. Though the employment of cultural discourse in the struggle for managerial control is not
uncommon in previous studies of mediatised corporate communication
(Halsall, 2008), its operation in the present case is problematic as the Chinese managers’ agenda of appropriating information generates a number
of deceitful statements for the purpose of misguiding the public. Keyword
analysis (Williams, 1976/1983) turns out to be effective in the identification and inspection of these deceitful statements.
The three discourse types supply three interpretative frameworks for the Chinese managers to construe their own understandings of corporate change and to
influence the forming of public opinions. Actual content of the discourses is not
the focus of the present study; the analysis is mainly related to how specific discourses are linguistically constructed for strategic purposes. Preliminary observation indicates that the Chinese managers’ intent of strategising their interaction
with the public is, though with varying degrees of explicitness, apparent in all
the three discourse types. From individualist, to rational, and finally to cultural
discourse, there is an increasing reduction of attention paid to communicativeness and an increasing intensification of the agenda of discursive strategising. The
following sections present the examination of the Chinese managers’ linguistic
behaviour of strategising.

4. Individualistic discourse – strategising on the basis of communicative action
Individualistic discourse is communicative because its propositional content is
informative and tells anecdotal stories, which is otherwise unknown to the public. Chinese managers use such stories to highlight their heroic deeds in order to
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offset the damaging effects caused by the largely negative media coverage of the
corporate change. At the same time, the discourse is also strategically constructed
for the managers’ own benefit, as “the highly personified discourse” (Vaara &
Tienari, 2002, p. 293) can easily assign managers and their rivals to negative/positive identities. As demonstrated in the following example text, the Chinese manager’s agenda of strategising functions very well on the basis of the informative
story:
Example text 1
(Orientation) I made a personal guarantee on the company’s loan early 2009. (Complication) The background is quite complex. No banks in those days would accept our
borrowing application because of the company’s lawsuit. At that moment, the company
was actually facing a matter of life or death. The cash flow might be broken down and
kill the company any minute. We didn’t know whether we could hang on to next week,
next month … So, I decided then to file in my personal credit and my personal property
as collateral in order to get loans from the bank and to save the company from bankruptcy … (Resolution) As the company’s situation changed better later, these loans were
paid off … (Coda) Now, I still cannot tell my feeling then. I knew it was a highly risky
decision because my personal assets may suffer a great loss once, and very possibly, the
company had to be closed. The bank asked my wife and me to sign the contract together.
Whatever it takes, we signed it on that occasion.

(Orientation, Complication, Resolution, Coda are Labov and Waletzky’s (1997)
paradigms of analysing narratives)
(Chinese original: 我为公司贷款作个人的资产担保, 发生在2009年的年初. 当然这个(背景)
本来是很复杂. 因为(创始股东的犯罪) … 我们当时根本没有银行融资方案. 那时候公司处在
一个最艰苦的时节, 公司现金流确实 … 面临随时倒闭的风险, 也就是说不知道下个星期, 下
个月公司还能不能活下去 … 所以我个人在那个时间点上, 为了保证公司基本的运营资金能
够维持, 为了避免(公司)倒闭, 用我个人的信用,个人的资产作了担保 … 这些贷款随着公司
逐渐走出危机, 也就到期了… 我今天很难讲当时我的心情, 确实去签这个担保, 这个签下去
份量很重很重, 因为那个时候我们谁都不知道公司明天还在不在. 甚至银行还要求, 不光我
个人签字, 我的家属也要签字, 但不管怎么样, 当时我做了.)

Most of the stories in the corpus, such as example text 1, follow Labov and
Waletzky’s canonical pattern of narrative development: orientation, complication, evaluation, resolution, and coda. Narratives intrigue audiences because
they describe how the equilibrium of the individual’s life is disrupted by a series
of complicating actions (complication) and how the individual takes actions to
retrieve this balance (resolution). The speaker in this example text endeavours
to construct the complication as a powerful section. The desperateness of the
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situation is effectively conveyed through the progressive specification of conditions: the background (背景), banks (银行), the company (公司), cash flow (现金流),
we (我们), and I (我). The background (背景) and banks (银行) establish a holistic
scenario of the company’s financial troubles; the company (公司) and cash flow (现
金流) point out the precise reasons why the company is facing a gloomy picture;
the personified we (我们) enriches the humane dimension of the corporate negotiation by describing the managers’ perturbed apprehension over the situation.
It can be noticed that the continuous narrowing down of the topic is associated
with a simultaneous piling up of emotional power, which reaches the peak when
the speaker himself (I) stands out to supply a solution. This successfully attributes
a heroic, of course positive, identity to the speaker.
The prosody of evaluation and the distinctive position of coda show the speaker’s explicit intention of responding to the managers’ ethical disadvantage in the
corporate negotiation under analysis. According to the composite view of narratives, the primary sequence of actions recapitulated in the well-structured complication and orientation fulfil only the referential function of narratives, and it
needs to be transformed into a more complex normal form in order to fulfil its
evaluative function and accomplish the interactive significance. Evaluation in the
text, not represented by any discrete textual chunks, is deployed in a prosodic
manner: the repetition of personal (个人) and the use of lexical intensifiers (quite
complex (很复杂), actually facing (确实面临), a matter of life or death (活下去), kill
any minute (随时倒闭)). These evaluating devices depict a real and vivid picture
of the company’s crisis and put the focus on the speaker as the protagonist of the
story.
The speaker tends to bring the verbal perspective of the storyline from the past
to the present moment towards the end (coda). The purpose is twofold: 1) the
explicit marking of time shift from past to present indicates the ending of the
recount of past events, and 2) the manifest statement of the speaker’s attitudes
and opinions externalises the internal evaluation carried by the prosodic evaluating devices. The manager here reveals a much stronger desire to tell the public
that he deserves a respectable position in terms of both managerial and lay ethical criteria. The implied self-legitimacy means that stories of this kind, while adding media entertainment, function well as a powerful arguing weapon (Eubanks,
2004, p. 43) refuting antagonists’ accusation that the managers have much less
personal commitment to the company than the founder does. The seemingly odd
addition of emotional and dramatic elements to the negotiation of specialist corporate issues, actually, satisfies the lay public’s imagination regarding how corporate executives suffer as normal human beings and takes advantage of the current
of celebrity culture in the discourse of postmodernity (Driscoll & McKee, 2007).
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To sum up, the text informs the public with accessible propositional content and
entertains them with the rhetorical simplification of corporate phenomena to
sensational texts of self-legitimacy; the mixing of communicative and strategic
actions creates a better chance for the managers to align with the public.

5. Rationalistic discourse – strategising in the weakening of
communicative action
Rationalistic discourse reflects Chinese managers’ concern with the public’s rightto-know and their strategy of enhancing the accessibility of specialist corporate
media texts. Accessibility, in the field of professional discourse studies, refers not
only to the “creative exploitation of lexico-grammatical and discoursal resources”,
but also to the process of creatively positioning inaccessible and incomprehensible professional texts within a matrix of ‘socio-pragmatic spaces’ in order to
inspire a favourable interpretation of these texts (Bhatia, 2008, p. 325). It enables
professionals to effectively suppress doubts and unexpected responses in terms
of their claims without running the risk of being accused of dishonesty. The following text is part of an open letter that the founding family released in order to
blame the executives for their poor managerial performance:
Example text 2
(Technical discussion) Last year witnessed a poor record of the production capacity and
profit growth of your respectable company. Compared to competitors, the market share
of your products experienced a substantial reduction. This may jeopardise the development and business expansion of the company in the Chinese market. The due diligence
of the current management does not yield expected outcomes because of the improper
strategic plans and the weak leadership of the board … (Rhetorical statement) As clearly
signalled by these undeniable disturbing signals, X Group is submissively handing over
the market to its major business rival Y and is gradually losing its dominant market
position that the founding family had come by through hard-bitten efforts.

(Technical discussion and rhetorical statement are added by the present author
for the purpose of accessibility analysis)
(Chinese original: 近一年来看贵公司的生产和赢利业绩增长纪录明显落后于同行, 企业在
相比竞争对手的市场占有率出现较大幅度的下降, 有可能危及企业的发展和扩张 … 尽管有
当前管理层辛勤工作 … 公司表现现实欠佳, 现有董事局并未对管理层进行必要的战略制定
和领导 … 这一令人担忧的明显趋势清楚地表明, X集团正将阵地拱手让与其主要竞争对手
Y, 正逐渐失去创始股东多年来审慎地为公司建立的市场领先地位. )
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The juxtaposing of technical discussions and rhetorical statements as shown
in the text is a prevalent technique of the managers’ organising of specific arguments. Although both two-component sections bear the same purpose of attributing blame to the executives in charge, they do it in significantly different ways.
The technical discussion shows a deep concern with the company’s interests as it
presents a detailed analysis of the recent sales performance (production capacity
(生产), profit growth (盈利业绩), and market share (市场占有率)). Blame is attributed
to the executives in charge, but the explicit acknowledgment of their past efforts
(the due diligence (辛勤工作)) indicates that the confrontation is not on a personal
basis. Choice is left for the audience (assumedly, specialists only) to evaluate the
communicative content and to consider the credibility of the blaming texts.
Apparently, the deciphering of the language of this text can pose a great burden
on the lay public. Lexically, the text encompasses many examples of professional
jargon and concepts: production capacity (生产), profit growth (盈利业绩), market
share (市场占有率), due diligence (辛勤工作), strategic plans (战略制定), and leadership (领导). It is highly questionable that the lay audience who get used to “epi
deictic” media texts (Fahnestock, 1986, p. 281) will show interest in comprehending such technical vocabulary. Syntactically, the excessive use of the prepositional
modification of (的) (of the production capacity and profit growth, of your respectable company, of your products, of the company in the Chinese market) makes the
technical discussion a typical exemplar of “written language” with the compact
package of information (Halliday, 1987). Similar grammatical structures include
the metaphorical use of “mental process” (last year witnessed (近一年来看), the
market share experienced (市场占有率出现)) and the nominalisation of “verbal
process” (record (记录), reduction (下降), development and business expansion (发
展和扩张)) (see Eggins, 2004 for a detailed explanation of Halliday’s transitivity
analysis).
Rhetorical statements, on the other hand, show the speaker’s efforts to take
care of the lay audience’s right-to-know. The language is much simpler, straightforward, and accessible. Material processes (handing over (让与), losing (失去)),
the present continuous tense (is doing), and the lively modifying phrases (submissively (拱手), gradually (逐渐)) construct a lively picture that the company is
being caught in trouble. This reformulation of specialist texts according to media
logic, i.e. audience’s proneness to dramatic stories, is not without a price. Factual
statements and evidence are all removed from the original technical discussion,
and what is left is only a blaming statement, loaded with personal preferences and
judgment (clearly (清楚), undeniable (明显), submissively (拱手), gradually (逐渐),
hard-bitten (审慎)). The primary purpose of the “simplified” rhetorical statement
(Bhatia, 1983), stripped of information precision, seems to accuse the executives
in charge personally. The agenda of realising a quick infusion of the speaker’s ide-
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ology is obvious when the lay public is stripped of the opportunity of examining
facts and weighing evidence to reach their own conclusions. It is safe to say that
the removal of the language “technicality” (Halliday & Martin, 1993) causes a
significant loss of information, and in this process there is an identifiable trade off
of communicative and strategic actions in the managers’ engagement.

6. Cultural discourse – strategising at the expense of communicative action
A central introduction to the analytical technique employed in this section is
provided first. The significance of cultural discourse in the mediatised corporate
negotiation is decided largely by the identification of ‘keywords’ indexing nationalistic sentiments and significant socio-political issues. Keywords are “a shared
body of words and meanings in our most general discussions of the practices
and institutions which group as culture and society” (Williams, 1976/1983, p. 15,
original emphasis). The multiple and usually controversial meanings of keywords
reflect “both continuity and discontinuity, and also deep conflicts of value and
belief ” (p. 23) and need to be constantly redefined according to social realities
where they are situated. Keywords relating to specific social issues encompass
a concrete set of vocabulary whose collection, examination, and interpretation
on the linguistic level may shed some light on people’s understanding of social
development (Kipnis, 2006; Leitch & Davenport, 2007). The two Chinese keywords identified in the corpus are 1) minzu pinpai ‘national brands’, which signifies the currently hot issue of globalisation and the protection of Chinese local
business (Liu, 2005), and 2) laobaixing ‘Chinese grass roots’, which betokens the
extensively publicised filial political commitment held by the Communist Party
of China towards the public (Nan, 2011). The managers’ deployment of these two
cultural keywords reflects two types of information appropriation respectively:
strategic ambiguity and manipulation.
6.1 Strategic ambiguity

Ambiguity is traditionally considered to be an unwanted result of the lack of
meaning clarity in linguistic constructions and as a potential problem that should
be prevented, avoided, or at least minimised (Kohl, 2008). Organisational discourse analysts, however, discover that linguistic ambiguity is often unavoidable
and even desirable for corporate players when they strive to achieve unclear and
even conflicting communication goals as commonly seen in the process of corporate change and uncertainty (Duncan, 2011). The partisan disputes and ideology
recreations inherent in major organisational reforms pose great difficulties for
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those who want to bring various stakeholders to the same table and restore stability to the troubled organisation. Ambiguity enables corporate players to unite
opposing parties and combine incompatible points of view by focusing the trans
cending abstracted common ground and withholding, at least temporarily, the
details of the divergent individual understandings.
The company sells a lump of company shares to an American institutional
investor in order to acquire timely capital injection and financial assistance. As
negative opinion towards the increasingly prominent existence of Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) in the Chinese market becomes apparent among the general
public (Huang, 2003), this decision invites questions regarding the managers’
assumed motive of transforming the company into an American one. The following is one of the responses the managers made to address such questions:
Example text 3
The company is a national enterprise (A) and we will never allow any foreign investors
to become the controlling shareholders … National enterprises (B) are more concerned
with the nationalistic complex, like our personal complex of not having a foreign controlling shareholder … Are Chinese companies publicly traded in overseas securities
markets national enterprise (C)? They are Chinese brands and Chinese enterprises
because they still operate their business in Chinese market.

(The bracketed A, B, and C are added by the present author)
(Chinese original: 这是家民族企业, 绝对不允许任何一个海外的投资者成为这公司的单一
党 ... 民族企业更多的是(民族)情结, 就像我说我不希望看到外资成为单一的大股东一样, 这
是一种情结 ... 很多中国的海外上市公司, 你说他是国外的还是国内的(民族企业)? 只要在中
国市场上, 都是中国的(民族企业), 都是中国的品牌. )

Although the three occurrences of the keyword national enterprise(s) (民族企业)
serve the same purpose of delineating the relationship between Chinese national
enterprises and foreign investors, each of them conveys a different meaning and
fulfils a different rhetorical function. National enterprise (民族企业) (A), according to the speaker, is Chinese companies which should not be controlled by
international investors. The speaker’s absolute commitment to this proposition
conveyed by the intensifier never (绝对不) functions well in accommodating the
lay public’s worries over the changing ownership of the company. National enterprises (民族企业) (B) highlights the public’s prioritising of the ethical criteria of
serving national interests over the instrumental criteria of creating wealth in
evaluating the business performance of national enterprises. The hedged relational process more concerned (更多的是) spells out a subtle retreat from the above
absolute commitment, and, at the same time, the unquestionable avoiding of
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international corporate control becomes the delimited personal complex (情结).
This reflects the manager’s awareness of treating the specialist audience with recognisable professional collegiality.
The prominence of nationalism is further subdued in national enterprise (民族
企业) (C), which roughly equates to China-based companies, including those registered overseas. The speaking manager covertly removes any personal involvement, hints at the increasing internationalisation of Chinese local companies,
and turns the avoidance of international investors into a moot issue. The intention is to engage with international investors who expect Chinese business leaders to behave not as extreme nationalists, but as competent professional managers
with a realistic understanding of globalisation. To sum up, the technical meaning
of the keyword national enterprise(s) (民族企业) (A, B, C) varies in terms of the
content and of the degree of “authorial presence” (Hyland, 1998), because it is
designed to accommodate the knowledge framework of three different groups of
stakeholders simultaneously: the lay public, industry experts, and international
investors. The Chinese lay public is notable for its “ethnocentric tendency” in its
buying decisions (Wang, Yu, & Zhao, 2005, p. 97). Marketing strategies ignoring
such nationalistic concerns very possibly lead to customers boycotting related
products. Moreover, the mixed audience includes industry experts and international investors as well. These specialist interlocutors need to be treated with
proper collegial respect. The overemphasising of an extreme and narrow understanding of local businesses and global economy may harm the managers’ identity as competent corporate players and shake the confidence of market players
thinking of investing in the company.
6.2 Manipulation

The managers’ use of the second keyword laobaixing (老百姓) goes beyond the
reasonable limits of ambiguity and is suggestive of a problematic “manipulation
of information” (Chilton, 2011; Hart, 2013). Laobaixing (老百姓), baixing (百姓),
or qunzhong (群众) in its formal version is one of the keywords of “relational
ritual meanings” (Kádár, 2013) constructing the political legitimacy of the Communist Party of China (CPC). As the sole ruling power in China, the CPC is operated in a way dramatically different from political parties in multi-party regimes.
Its authority and legitimacy is generated not by an election of adversarial nature,
but by a selecting and gatekeeping device successfully ensuring that elites from
various professions flow constantly to the bodies and agencies of the CPC (Deng,
1994). One of the priorities of Chinese political rhetoric is to foreground both
the accountability and the filial devotion that the CPC needs to demonstrate
towards the mothering grassroots, as instantiated by the keyword laobaixing (i.e.
the person on whom one’s livelihood depends). This political reality shares little
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common ground with the principal–agent relationship between managers and
stockholders, which rests largely on economic considerations.
The arguing managers ignore the incompatibility of political and business realities and unite them together in a problematic manner. One of the funding family’s spokespersons justifies their action of retaining their controlling power:
Example text 4
Our company’s better performance means that we can serve laobaixing (A) better. X is
a national brand and enjoys a very good reputation among laobaixing (B) … our enterprise is of much social value because it is directly committed to supplying all Chinese
laobaixing (C) with durable appliances of a better quality and a lower price.

(The bracketed A, B, and C are added by the present author.)
(Chinese original: 把公司搞好, 这是服务千家万户(老百姓)的事情, X这个民族品牌也是服
务千家万户, 在所有老百姓心目中有很高的地位 … 公司做的事情也很有社会价值, 因为他
最直接的结果就是使所有中国的老百姓能够买到质量更好更耐用的电器, 价格更便宜的电
器. )

Semantic inconsistency is marked in the three occurrences of laobaixing (老百姓).
Laobaixing (A, B) designate customers where the grouping of business vocabulary
(performance (公司搞好), serve (服务), brand (品牌), reputation (地位)) denotes the
speaker’s focus on the corporate domain, while laobaixing (C) stands for the Chinese grassroots as it draws the audience’s attention towards Chinese political lexis
(our enterprise (公司做的事情), social value (社会价值), all Chinese (所有中国的)) and
the ruling power’s concern with the lower class’s daily expenditure (durable (耐
用), better quality (质量更好), lower price (价格更便宜)). The speaker manipulatively
leads the lay public through a brief discussion of the company’s branding strategy
of depicting itself as a socially responsible company to the illusion (Bhatia, 2015)
that the company equates to a quasi-public institution which should be insulated
from ownership diversification and foreign control.
This implicit substitution of a corporate discourse with a political one represents an example of the practice of discursive manipulation. Manipulation is the
interlocutors’ “goal-directed plans of actions” (Chilton, 2011, p. 181) aimed at
changing the perception of the recipients of the information and further solici
ting them to act in the best interests of the interlocutor. Manipulators may tell
stories in ways through which only partial information is supplied or some information is highlighted, whereas the rest is played down. The manager speaking
here hails the company’s commitment towards laobaixing and invites an understanding of the company’s managerial decisions in terms of Chinese political realities. The effect of information manipulation is further amplified by the resolute
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tone carried by the speech act of statement (our company’s better performance
meant (把公司搞好，这是 …), X is (X … 是), X enjoys (X … 享有), our enterprise
is of (公司做得事情也很有), it is directly committed to (最直接的结果就是让 …)). The
attributes ascribed by these statements, subject to no modification (Flowerdew,
1991), construct the company’s deceptive public (i.e. non-commercial) identity
as something natural.

7. Conclusion
The mediatisation of Chinese corporate communication, as revealed in this study,
permits more active public involvement in the decision-making of corporate
changes, but it does not necessarily foster new democratic forms of deliberation.
The process of mediatisation gives managers the privilege of constructing media
information in line with their own ideology and value projects (Van Dijk, 2006).
The public are mostly passive recipients of the “factual” information as selected
and resemioticised by the institutionally powerful managers (Iedema, 2003). The
lack of effective regulatory mechanisms may induce Chinese managers to direct,
at least partly, their interactive attention from communicative (i.e. supplying
information for the public to make rational choices) to strategic (i.e. presenting appropriated versions of reality for self-interest). As indicated in the above
linguistic analysis, the conducting of strategic actions can be on the basis of, as
a result of the weakening of, or even at the expense of communicativeness. The
intensifying agenda of strategising is accompanied with an increasing intention
to exploit information, thus turning the process of public deliberation into dramatic media performance operated mainly for the purpose of reinforcing the
managerial professionals’ hegemony over the public.
Public companies are powerful social actors because they impose great economic and social impact on the communities in which they operate. A political
understanding of corporate social responsibility (CSR) (Garriga & Melé, 2004, pp.
55–57) connotes that an ideal level of CSR should be decided not solely by companies’ financial performance and managers’ cost-effective calculation. A higher
level of managers’ responsibility should arise “from the amount of social power
they have” (Davis, 1967, p. 48). The notable strategic re-articulation of corporate
texts, which is becoming more common in the mediatisation of Chinese corporate communication, may impede managers’ fulfilment of CSR and weaken the
integrity of their professional managerial practices. A discursive examination of
managers’ strategic re-articulations, as illustrated in the present study, urges one
to approach corporate media texts with a discerning mind by drawing on multiple resources for verification, and prompts the public to employ the critical lens
of looking at managers’ dubious practices of manoeuvring lexico-grammatical,
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rhetorical, and pragmatic resources to present one-sided arguments as the factual
description of corporate realities.
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